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Stajvelo & Lanéva Boats
participate in the
EY World Entrepreneur Of The YearTM 2019
Deluxe excursion based on “made in Monaco” e-mobility

EY World Entrepreneur Of The YearTM 2019

__
The electric bicycle
company Stajvelo
and the boats manufacturer
Lanéva boats team up
to organize an event
on 8 June 2019
for EY World Entrepreneur
Of The Year.

Each year, EY celebrates the best
entrepreneurs - the kind of people who always
look for new solutions, combinations and
possibilities.
The event will take place in Monaco.
The event will start at 9:00 at the Hôtel
Hermitage. EY World Entrepreneur Of The
Year participants will ride Stajvelo e-bikes in the
Monaco streets to Stajvelo atelier in Fontvieille.
A breakfast and a presentation of the company
will follow. They will then ride to the Yacht Club
de Monaco where Lanéva Boats will present
the company and provide a tour on an electric
boat in Hercule Harbor.
The objective of this event is to focus on
“made in Monaco” e-mobility.
While having fun, these entrepreneurs will learn
that using energy has a significant impact on
the environment and discover the importance
of saving resources. Stajvelo and Lanéva boats
are both Monaco-based companies.

Stajvelo
Created in 2017, Stajvelo
embodies a new vision of mobility.
A safe way to get around, in style and comfort,
pedal instinctively and experience the routes
with greater freedom, all while taking care of
yourself and the environment.
Its first product, the RV01, is a top of the line
urban electric power assisted bicycle made in
Monaco. Created in advanced injected
composites, it combines revolutionary design
with the highest level of technologies and
craftsmanship.
A new road racing performance bike,
the Beau Rivage, has just been released.
Enjoy the ride!
More info on:
www.stajvelo.com
Press contact:
Stéphanie MANNI
s.manni@stajvelo.com

Lanéva Boats
Lanéva embodies the future of pleasure boat,
an electric efficient tech enhanced dayboat,
crafted with durable materials and a true Italian
passion for boat building, that will make your ride
an enjoyable and memorable experience.
More than 90% of energy efficiency allows for
a smooth acceleration around the best and
unique spots in addition to the comfort of a
quiet, odorless and fuel-free ride.
Every Lanéva boat can be customized to your
needs with a specific propulsion system.
More info on:
www.laneva-boats.com
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